OLYMPIC DENTAL TABLE™

Comfortable standing or seated • Better patient presentation • Saves time

Removable drain pan
Head support drains into a catch pan. Pan slides out and can be emptied and cleaned in sink.

Full height adjustment
For comfort and efficiency, electric lift adjusts from 29” to 41”.

Generous leg room
Unobstructed leg room both seated and standing

Room for compressor or bins
There is space for mounting a compressor or bin storage system (optional)

Swing-out tray
Swings left or right. Convenient for your instruments.

Wide-angle foot switch
Swivels to face operator. Easy to adjust height during procedure.

Low profile casters
Move table when and where you need it

Sturdy and solid
Designed for dentistry

STANDING
When table is raised, even a tall person can stand and work in comfort. Less tiring. More efficient. Saves time.

SEATED
With full-range height adjustment, the operator is comfortably seated, with feet flat on the floor. Excellent access to dental site.
Save time on every dental with this efficient table

Today, veterinary dentals are performed on tables not designed for dentistry. These make-shift tables are nonadjustable, uncomfortable, and inefficient. This makes dentals longer and more tiring. The new Olympic Dental Table solves these problems. It provides complete adjustability, improves patient presentation, and can save time on every dental.

Operator Comfort

Much operator discomfort and fatigue is caused by tables that cannot be adjusted to a proper height. With the Olympic Table the height is adjustable over a full range, from 29” to 41” with an electric lift. Even a tall person can stand and work comfortably and efficiently with optimal access to the dental site. When the table is lowered, the operator can be seated in a comfortable posture, feet flat on floor. There is plenty of leg room, so the operator can easily move around the table.

Tilt Adjustment and Drainage

The table tilts up to 10 degrees and locks at any angle. The patient’s head rests on a support that allows liquids to run into a catch pan under the support. The catch pan can be easily removed from the table and emptied in the sink. There is also a drain trough under the full length of the table, which collects other liquids and drains them into the catch pan. Thus, the table has a complete, self-contained drainage system. No plumbing, no bucket.

V-Positioner

The two table top panels fold from flat up to 45 degrees to form a V-Positioner for animals in the dorsal position which is preferred for some x-rays and procedures. The panels move separately and are held with pneumatics locks.

Better Patient Presentation

The Olympic Dental Table improves patient presentation by adjusting height, tilt, and dorsal positioning. All adjustments can be easily changed during a procedure. The head support is narrower than the table, providing better access. The table is sturdily constructed and provides the rock solid platform necessary for dentals.

Storage Space

There is generous room on the rear of the base for mounting your compressor or the Olympic Storage Bin System (optional), which has 12 large bins with lids, that are firmly clipped to a metal panel but can easily be removed for rearranging or refilling. The bins are transparent, so you can find supplies quickly.

Movable to Fit Your Clinic

The Olympic Dental Table is mounted on 4 low profile, locking casters and can be easily moved. In a smaller clinic it can be rolled out of the way when not in use. And as your space requirements change in the future, the table can go wherever you need it, no plumbing required.

Other Features

The electric lift (capacity 250 pounds) is very quiet and smooth, and is controlled by a foot switch that swivels so it can always face the operator – for easier height adjustment while working. An instrument tray on an arm swings out to the left or right, near the patient’s head.

Pays for Itself

The Olympic Dental Table saves you valuable time: Faster patient setup and repositioning. Better patient presentation and access to the dental site. Operator comfort reduces fatigue. And patient care is improved because patients spend less time anesthetized. This efficient table lets you schedule more dentals and is a quick payback investment.

Ordering and Information

Olympic Dental Table™ Catalog No. 50901
without storage bins, 120V, 60Hz .................................. $4984.00

Olympic Dental Table™ Catalog No. 50902
with Storage Bin System, 12 large bins ........................ $5379.00
fob Seattle

2-Year Warranty – All Parts and Labor

Should your Olympic Dental Table, as the result of normal use, require any repair within 2 years after purchase, all replacement parts and labor will be furnished free of charge.

Order online: www.OlympicVeterinary.com 1-800-789-6867